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GSLV MkIII-M1 Successfully
Launches Chandrayaan-2 spacecraft

Can Amit Shah do for India what he
did for the BJP!

Kargil Vijay Diwas 20th Anniversary:
Know All About India-Pakistan War

India’s

Satellite Launch
Vehicle
GSLV
MkIII-M1,
successfully
launched the 3840
kg Chandrayaa-2
spacecraft into an
earth orbit on July
22, 2019. The spacecraft is revolving round the
earth with a perigee (nearest point to Earth) of
169.7 km and an apogee (farthest point to
Earth) of 45,475 km. This flight marks the first
operational flight of the GSLV Mk III. After a
smooth countdown lasting 20 hours, GSLV
MkIII-M1 vehicle majestically lifted off from
the Second Launch Pad at the Satish Dhawan
Space Centre SHAR, Sriharikota at the
scheduled launch time of 1443Hrs (2:43 pm)
Indian Standard Time (IST) with the ignition of
its two S200 solid strap-on motors.

Amit Shah’s induction into the Union cabinet is
such an interesting
moment.
Even
partisans who oppose
the BJP, as I do,
would admit that
Shah is a political
genius. Under his leadership, the BJP has
become an electoral behemoth in the most
complicated political landscape in the world.
The big question that now arises is this: Can
Shah do for India what he did for the BJP?
This raises a perplexing question: in the last
five years, as the BJP has flourished, India has
languished. And yet, the leadership of both the
party and the nation are more or less the same.
Then why hasn’t the ability to manage the party
translated to governing the country?

Since 1999, July 26 is celebrated as the Kargil
Vijay Diwas in
India, every year,
to celebrate the
victory
of
operation
Vijay.
One of the most
prominent
wars
between India and neighbouring country
Pakistan, the Kargil War or the Kargil conflict
took place between May 3 and July 26 1999 in
the Kargil district of Kashmir and elsewhere
along the Line of Control (LOC). In India, the
famous Kargil conflict is also referred to as
Operation Vijay, which was the name of the
Indian operation to clear the Kargil sector.
Since 1999, July 26 is celebrated as the Kargil
Vijay Diwas in India, every year, to celebrate
the victory of operation Vijay.

Water Crisis - India

Big Financial Crises in Pakistan

Hima Das: Gold Medalist

The 2019 Chennai water crisis is an ongoing
water
crisis
occurring in India,
most notably in
the
city
of
Chennai in Tamil
Nadu. Because tap
water has stopped running, some families have
been relying on alternative water sources such
as distant, unreliable public water pumps, and
costly private water tankers. The water crisis in
Chennai has been hitting headlines like never
before and the fear that such crisis can happen
in several other cities is also rising. Chennai
has been a water deficient city. The household
water supply in the city was 55 litres per capita
per day (lpcpd), much less than the Ministry of
Urban Development Benchmark of 135 lpcpd,
according to the 2011 census.

With recent wave of poverty and deprivation,
Pakistan,
our
neighbor
is
suffering
from
severe financial
crisis. Public debt
is
increasing
because of which
Pakistan must pay attention to the value of the
rupee. Ishaq Dar has controlled the dollar due
to which inflation remained under control but
foreign exchange reserves continued to be
depleted. The country’s tax net needs to expand
as only a small segment of the population pays
tax. Landlords, civil and military bureaucracy,
large companies, bank owners, and housing
society owners are included in the elite of
Pakistan and are given special privileges in the
form of tax cuts to avoid certain taxes.

Hima das is first Indian athlete to win 5gold
medals. Hima Das
won her fifth gold
medal
of
the
season in 400 m
race
at
the
NoveMesto
nad
Metuji Grand Prix
in Czech Republic on July 20. Hima Das
finished first with last minute spurt of speed
with a season-best time of 52.09 seconds. Her
personal best time is 50.79 seconds, which she
had clocked during the 2018 Asian Games.
Hima Das won her first gold in this season at
the Poznan Athletics Grand Prix in Poland on
July 2, followed by a second gold in 200 m at
the Kutno Athletics Meet in Poland. Das won
her third gold in 200 m at the Kladno Athletics
Meet in the Czech Republic with a timing of
23.43 seconds.

Fury in India over Donald Trump's
Kashmir claims

Britain gets Boris Johnson as the
New Prime Minister of the Country

Sonbhadra Massacre:

India’s foreign minister has firmly denied
Donald Trump’s
claim that the US
president
was
invited by the
Indian
government
to
mediate
in
the Kashmir dispute, following a furious
response from opposition MPs.
Trump’s remarks, made sitting alongside the
Pakistani prime minister, Imran Khan, on
Monday, 22nd July, provoked uproar in the
Indian parliament and demands for the prime
minister, Narendra Modi, to respond.
While Pakistan has called for third-party
involvement over the long-running dispute,
India has always insisted the issue can only be
resolved through direct talks with Islamabad. It
is imperative to mention here that India has
always upheld her stand that this issue is
bilateral between India and Pakistan.

Hardline Brexiteer Boris Johnson has won the
UK's Conservative
Party leadership
contest and will
take over from
outgoing
Prime
Minister Theresa
May as she steps down the post. Johnson, a
former mayor of London and British foreign
secretary, took 92,153 votes, while rival
Jeremy Hunt scored 46,656 votes in a ballot of
party members. Turnout was 87.4% with
Johnson taking 66% of votes. After British
Prime Minister Teresa May's resignation, Boris
was a prominent choice to lead the country.
The 55-year-old Tory MP won with a huge
margin after securing 92,153 votes compared to
his rival candidate Jeremy Hunt, who got
46,656 votes. The ebullient Brexiteer, Boris
Johnson has promised to lead Britain out of the
European Union with or without a deal by
Halloween.

Geosynchronous

The Adarsh Cooperative Society Ltd, a society
formed by Prabhat
Kumar Mishra and
his
family
in
Ubbha,
was
illegally made the
custodian of 463
bigha land in 1955,
out of which 112 bighas belonged to the gram
sabha. This land till then was being cultivated
by the Gond farmers of Ubbha.
The dispute went from bad to worse after this
society sold a major chunk of the illegally
amassed land to Yagya Dutt Bhurtiya. Bhurtiya
filed an application in 2017 for mutation of this
land in his name. The villagers including the
ones killed and injured approached the state
Revenue Department immediately informing
them about the illegality of the society’s land
holdings and the subsequent transfer to
Bhurtiya. The Chief Minister of the state has
ordered probes in the matter. The facts are yet
to come out.

TIMSI GUPTA BRINGS LAURELS TO 7i WORLD SCHOOL
This is very proud and would be a memorable moment for 7i World School that one of its student Ms. Timsi Gupta, has qualified to represent India at the IBSF
World U16 Girls World Snooker Championship which is going to be held in Tyumen, Russia from 18th Aug to 24th Aug 2019.
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Good Touch-Bad Touch
It is never too
early to start
teaching basic
body
safety
skills to young
children. In this
context, Dr. J C Garg- Hon. Secretary GeneralAdolescent Health Academy and Dr. Prakash
Veer Arya-Director of IAP held a workshop to
teach children of class 1 & 2 which body parts
are private and should not be touched by
others. Children also learnt how to
differentiate between “the good and the bad
touches’’.

Birthday Activity
The nursery class
puppetSim
Sim's
Birthday
was celebrated in
school.
Going
with the Block 4
"MARVELLOUS ME" theme, the little ones
of 7i were enthralled to celebrate the activity
in chorus and proved that birthday celebration
is an important way to develop the feeling of
"BEING SPECIAL" in our children.

Sandwich Making Activity
Crispy
and
delicious dishes
make
our
watering mouth
filled with ocean.
Eventually
everyone loves deliciously cooked food. Food
court for children is not less than any fun filled
fair. The little ones of 7i World School on this
day enjoyed sandwich making as a part of their
adventure at learning. The educators were
delighted to witness the young ones doing
meticulous work of our future cooks.

Colouring Competition
"The purest of
minds
are
those which
love
colour
the most." A
Colouring
Competition
was held to allow the little children of 7iWS
unleash their creativity with a myriad of
colours.
The steady strokes of the colourful crayons
and the neat filling of colours in the given
outlines reflected the development of the
students' fine motor skills.

Plantation
Plants give us
life. They are an
essential
and
integral part of
our echo system.
19th July was a
day of activity and excitement as the students
were on a mission to plant trees in their school
campus. Little hands, little trees and big
intentions will surely make the world a greener
place !

Tear and Paste Activity
What a fun it is to
allow the tiny tots
to tear the paper
and scrap into
small bits and
pieces. But they
can learn the skills of architecture and making
something creative and wonderful out of it too.
The children of 7i World School had a fun
filled activity called “Tear and Paste”.
“We do encourage the students to culminate
and hone the imaginative skills of little ones”,
said the principal speaking to the editorial
team.
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Green is the Colour of Harmony
Green is the
colour
of
harmony
and
prosperity.
It
represents nature
and fertility. To
make this phenomena popular among the
people, Green Day was celebrated to mark the
advent
of the monsoons. The children in
verdant attire were a pleasant and soothing sight
to behold. The little ones enjoyed the event
more as they were dressed in colourful apparels.

'Hello Mr. Gardener'
The
school
gardener explained
to the children the
use of different
gardening tools and
how to sow a seed.
The students were thrilled beyond measures to
know the information about plants and
plantation. The students were also given oath to
protect and safeguard the plants around them.

Safety Awareness Workshop
A workshop was
organised where
Fire Safety Officer
Umang
Pradhan
and Fire Safety
Engineer
Vivek
Dixit were cordially invited to educate the
teachers on how to handle a situation if ever
there is a fire. They also demonstrated the use of
a water hose and a fire extinguisher and taught
teachers how to put out fires caused by various
sources. They also gave tips on how to organise
a drill for kids to help them deal with an
emergency in case of a fire.

Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world.
2
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Inter House Story Telling
Competition

Inter House Master Chef
Competition

Inter House Clay Modeling
Competition

An Inter House Story Telling Competition
was
ornagised
for students of
Grade3-5.
The
stories
were
created on the
spot with the
props given to
them. The participants dramatized their
stories by facial expressions, gestures and
voice modulation to captivate the audience's
attention. Pioneers House created and
narrated the best story and bagged the first
position. Ms. Garima Maheshwari and Ms.
Sunanda VK, the judges of the competition,
were enthralled by the presentations and had a
difficult time judging them. The result of Inter
House Story Telling Competition was:
I-Pioneers
II-Mentors
III- Motivators

Cooking is an art which satiates not just our
body but also our
soul. An Inter
House
Master
Chef
Competition was
organized
for
grade 9 & 10
students. The participants had to present a
sweet and a savoury dish. It was Junior
Master Chef live.The presentation of each and
every dish was outstanding. Each dish was
judged not only for its visual appeal & taste
but also for its nutritional value. The judges
of the competition were Dr. Rashmi Tirkey,
mother of a student of the school and Ms.
Jaya Singh. The result of Inter House Master
Chef Competition was:
I-Leaders
II-Mentors
III Motivators

An Inter House Clay Modeling Competition
was organized for
the students of
Grade 6 to 8 of 7i
World
School.
Each house had
been given a
theme.
Leader
House – Village Scene, Motivators House –
Aquatic life, Pioneers House - Garden Scene,
Mentors House - Jungle Scene. The
competition was graced and judged by Dr.
Rashmi Tirkey, a parent of the school. The
result of Inter House Clay Modeling
Competition was:
I-Motivators
II-Leaders
III-Mentors

Inter House Patriotic Song
Competition
7i World School witnessed the patriotic spirit
of the young
citizens of the
country, on the
occasion of the
Inter
House
Patriotic
Song
Competition. All
the participants from all the houses sang
melodious songs, glorifying India's rich land,
culture, heritage and sacrifices made. The
competition was judged by Mr Apoorv Pathak
and Ms Ruchi Neekhra. Principal Ms Richa
Verma congratulated the winners and
appreciated the hard work put in by students
and House In- charges.
Result:
I-Pioneers House
II-Motivators House
III-Leaders House

Inter House Folk Dance
Competition
Dance is the language of the soul.” An Inter
house folk dance
competition was
organised in 7i
World School on
17th July 2019.
All
the
four
houses
participated in the competition, with great
enthusiasm. They performed folk dances of
different regions. Bamboo dance of
Nagaland, Gangour dance of Madhya
Pradesh, Kathputli dance of Rajasthan and
folk dance of Awadh. All the performances
were outstanding and were highly appreciated
by the spectators. It was an enriching
experience for all students as they got to learn
about diversity in our country. The first
position was secured by Leaders House,
Second by Motivators house, third by
Mentors house.

Classroom Decoration
Competition
Wednesday morning, 7i campus was abuzz
with excitement
of the students of
Grade 3 to 5.
Students could
barely wait for
the zero period to
begin. They were
eager to decorate their classes, each better
than the others. Articles, photographs,
interesting facts, a variety of decorating
materials and creativity went into decoration
of the classes. Theme chosen for Grade 3 was
Home and Shelter, for Grade 4 was Kinds of
Plants and for Grade 5 it was People Who
Made a Difference.This activity was a
showcase of creativity, effort, research and
teamwork. Classes surpassed each other and
displayed their best.
RESULTS
I - Grade 4 B
II - Grade 3 A & 5B
III - Grade 5 A

Kite Making Activity
Making a kite is such a wonderful learning
experience and flying it is lot of fun. If you’ve
been wondering how to make a kite, it’s
really not as hard as it seems, and it is
definitely worth the time. Students of 7i
World School participated in kite making
activity and made colourful beautiful kites of
different shape, sizes and colour.

An investment in knowledge pays the best interest.
3
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Great Personality Who Inspired
Children
APJ Abdul Kalam also known as “The Missile
Man of India”. From being a great scientist
with a humble personality he moved on to
become the 11th president of India. His love for
students and education manifisated both in life
and death, allowing him to breadth his last
while lecturing a student gathering at IIM
Shilong on July 15th. Being Phd holder he was
appointed as the project in charge at Indian
Space Research Organisation (ISRO). During
his tenure as a director he led many successful
missile and rocket launching projects. He is
also the recipient of many prestigious Indian
awards like Bharat Ratna, Padma Bhushan and
Padma Vibhushan. From being a simple man
he rose to the commanding position of heading
the Indian Nation entirely due to the strength of
his hard work and dedication. These two are
the inspiring qualities that Abdul Kalam is
famous for and thus an exemplary personality
for adult and children alike.

Chalk

July 2019

Poem : Take Time
Take time to graze at a sunset sky
Where colors blaze to dazzle the eye
Take time to watch a moonlit sea
And look in awe at a touring tree
Take time to look in the heart of a flower
Adorned with diamonds from gentle shower
Take time to new a mountain high
With snowy peak against bluest sky
Take time to tell your closet friend
Your love and loyalty will never end
Take time to make time
For soon there may be no time
Anjali Rajput
Class
Class-8

Poem : See The Kitten
See the kitten on the wall
Sporting with the leaves that fall
Withered leaves one, two and three
Falling from the elder
elder-tree
Through the calm and frosty air
Of the morning bright and fair
Se
See the kitten, how she starts
Crouches, stretches, paur and darts;
With a tiger
tiger-vap half way
Now she meets her coming prey
Let it go as fast and then
Has it in her power again

It’s been years I went back there
to the room filled with laughter
Memories of tears and some anger
seems like I was hanging on a rafter
Ink marks all over fingers
notebooks filled with scribbles
And a long wide blackboard
with that are riddles chalk marks

I

Anjali Rajput
Class
Class-8

No chalk, no black board
Only marker and white board
What will I taste?
Eating white chalk was the best
Tanmay Parashar
Class -9
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Examinations
Everybody loves exams. Don’t we all? We all
love hours of studying that some of us do
before any exam, OK…..
I am lying, let me stop. All of this is untrue.
Nobody loves exams and if somebody does, are
you an alien or something?
Everybody is so worried about
abo marks. but the
truth is – marks are just numbers and don’t
define your intelligence or anything else. They
just define your capability of memorization.
Then no one will care if you know a fact or not
because we now Google and Siri for that. We
will need people who can think on their own
and can utilize a fact to solve real world
problems. But, in exams we learn facts, not
utilize them to solve any problem. Founder of
Ali Baba, billionaire Jack
Jac Ma. Said, “We
should not compete
comp
with artificial instead but
we should focus on developing human
intelligence.
It there were no exams, I believe every student
would become excited to learn, because they
will learn for learning, not for giving exams.
Why do students cheat? The reason is that
everyone cares about passing
pass
exams, not
learning. If we were to study for the sake of
learning, nobody would ever cheat. Fun fact,
India is the cheating capital of the world. So, all
I’m saying is marks are important but not as
important as a child’s mental health or now
much stress
stre
someone is facing. See most
suicides in India are for marks in the past
month……and I believe, if you want to end
your life for some numbers, then that is the
most horrible reason for suicide in history.
Ansh A Gupta
Class-9

Jokes

Chalk and Duster

Jagrati Kursija
Class – 4(A)

“Chalk and duster makes us rise,
chalk and duster makes us cry,
but chalk and duster makes our life.”
Atharva Shrivastava
Class-9

Divya Sharma
Class – 4(A)

Our Wonderful Teachers
The first century teachers weren’t half as nice
as ours
seem to be. One of them was Mr. Unsworth
and he thaught students history, and when they
didn’t know a date he’d get them by the ear,
and start to twist while you sat there paralysed
with fear.
He’d twist and twist and twist their ear and
twist it more and more,
until at last the ear came off and landed on the
floor.
The class was full of one-eared boys, I’m
certain there were eight,
who’d had them twisted off because they didn’t
know a date.
So let us praise teaches who today are all so
fine, and our’s in particular is totally divine.
Anvi Singh
Class -6

Uday Tiwari
Class-6

Prachi
Class-6

Sunakshi Tiwari
Class-4 (A)

Divya Sharma
Class-4 (A)

Yesterday I was reading the newspaper and saw
the heading………A man killed himself and
ran away
and got caught by the
police…..fabulous !
Samarth Shukla
Class-9
When I read a newspaper I find: apple launches
airpods, GST increases, Bill Gates opens new
charity.
When my parents read: Student tops MP Board
by studying under the streetlight.
Mayur Aditya
Class-9
I want to fall in love with my books,
but my bed is married to me.
Palak Sharma
Class -8
Beta, close the door! Beta, switch the A.C. on!
Beta, turnn the
th lights off. Basically I’m Alexa of
my house.
Sadhna Tiwari
Class-9

,d vkSjr ¼nwljh ls½%es
% js ikl BMW gSA
nwljh% vjs okg! D;k ckr gSA
igyh% vPNk rqEgkjs ikl ugha gS\
nwljh% ughaA
igyh% vjs ! crZu ekatus okyhA
Bhoomi Rajput
Class -8

STUDENTS
Ansh Achal Gupta

Manvi Jain

Vaishnavi Pateria

Aishi Shakya

Aman Mishra

EDITORIAL
EDITORIAL
BOARD
BOARD
4

EDUCATORS
Ms. Jaya Singh

Dr. Apoorv Pathak

Mr. Bhupendra Maan

Ms. Drashti Pariyani

